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Abstract

Data dependencies have been extensively studied in

relational databases as they play a key role in the nor-

malization process. On the other hand, probabilistic

reasoning systems would not be practical without the

notion of probabilistic conditional independence. In

this paper, we present a detailed comparison of these

two types of (in)dependencies. While p ast research has

shown that multivalued dependency is a necessary but

not su�cient condition for conditional independence,

here we show in particular that functional dependency

is a su�cient but not necessary condition for condi-

tional independence.

1 Introduction

Due to the dependence of application programs on

the physical storage of data in existing database mod-

els, Codd [3] proposed the relational data model [6] for

the logical management of large data banks in trans-

action processing systems. Data dependencies were

extensively studied since they played a key role in the

normalization process. A data dependency is a restric-

tion on the permissible sets of data that are allowed

to appear in the database. Such constraints are use-

ful in attenuating data redundancy and avoiding up-

date anomalies. In particular, a data dependency can

be used to provide an economical representation of a

relation using projections of that relation. Codd [3]

proposed the notion of functional dependency (FD)

for the lossless decomposition of a relation into two

projections. It is well known, however, that FD is a

su�cient but not necessary condition for the lossless

decomposition of a relation into two projections [6].

The notion ofmultivalued dependency (MVD) was pro-

posed by Fagin [4] as a necessary and su�cient con-

dition for the lossless decomposition of a relation into

two projections. Rissanen [9] generalized MVD by in-

troducing join dependency (JD). JDs can be used to

losslessly decompose a relation into n-ary projections.

However, Aho, Beeri and Ullman [1] demonstrated

that arbitrary JDs may have problems including the

intermediate join of two projections not being equal

to the projection of the universal relation onto those

attributes. A culminating result by Beeri et al. [2] was

that the class of acyclic database schemes (acyclic hy-

pergraphs) possess a number of desirable properties

in database applications. This important class of join

dependency is called acyclic join dependency (AJD).

On the other hand, probabilistic reasoning [5, 7, 8]

has become an established framework for the manage-

ment of uncertain knowledge. This approach assumes

that knowledge can be represented as a joint probabil-

ity distribution. However, a domain expert may have

di�culty in specifying the required probability values

for such a large frame. The notion of probabilistic

conditional independence is extensively utilized to fac-

torize the joint distribution into the product of con-

ditional probability tables. The probability values of

the joint distribution can then be obtained indirectly

by the expert specifying the corresponding conditional

probability values. To facilitate probabilistic inference

in practice, however, it is useful to represent the joint

distribution as the product of marginal distributions

de�ned over an acyclic hypergraph.

In this paper, we explicitly demonstrate the rela-

tionships between the (in)dependencies used in the

above two knowledge systems. The basis of this expo-

sition is our generalized relational data model [11, 12].

Within this model probabilistic notions can be con-

veniently expressed in familiar relational terminology.

Thus our model facilitates a comparison of data de-

pendencies and probabilistic conditional independen-

cies. While past researc h seems to indicate that data

dependencies are a necessary but not su�cient con-

dition for corresponding probabilistic notions, in this

paper we show that functional dependency is a su�-

cient but not necessary condition for probabilistic con-

ditional independence. These results may also be use-

ful in knowledge discovery from database algorithms
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which utilize probabilistic notions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 con-

tains basic notions including the traditional relational

data model and probabilistic models. In Section 3,

we present a generalized relational data model. A

detailed comparison of data dependencies and prob-

abilistic independencies is provided in Section 4. The

conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2 Basic Notions

We begin by de�ning some pertinent notions: rela-

tional databases and probabilistic reasoning systems

with an emphasis on (in)dependencies. Henceforth,

we may use the terms dependency and independency

interchangeably.

2.1 Relational Databases

Let N = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg be a �nite set of at-

tributes. Each attribute A 2 N is associated with a

�nite set DA of permissible values called the domain

of A. Given X � N , we de�ne a X-tuple t (or simply

a tuple if X is understood) to be a function from X

to DA1
[ DA2

[ : : : [ DAm
with the restriction that

t[Ai] 2 DAi
for all Ai 2 X, where t[Ai] denotes the

value obtained by restricting the mapping to Ai. Thus

a tuple is a mapping that associates a value with each

attribute in X, i.e., t[X] = ft[A1]; t[A2]; : : : ; t[Am]g
where X = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg. If Y � X and t is a

X-tuple, then t[Y ] denotes the Y -tuple obtained by

restricting the mapping to Y . A relation over X, de-

noted r[X], is a �nite set of X-tuples. (W e writer[X]

as r if X is understood.)

The projection of r[N ] onto X � N is de�ned as

r[X] = ft[X] j t 2 r[N ]g. That is, r[X] is the set

of all tuples t[X] such that t is in r[N ]. The natural

join of two relations r1[X] and r2[Y ], denoted r1[X] 1

r2[Y ], is de�ned as r1[X] 1 r2[Y ] = ft[XY ] j t[X] 2
r1[X]; t[Y ] 2 r2[Y ]g, where we have written X [ Y as

XY . That is, r1[X] 1 r2[Y ] denotes the set of tuples

t[XY ] such that t[X] is in r1 and t[Y ] is in r2.

Let r[N ] be a relation over a set of attributes N and

X;Y � N . We say that the functional dependency

(FD) X ! Y is satis�ed by r[N ] if every two tuples of

r[N ] which have the same projection on X also have

the same projection on Y . That is, the FD X ! Y

is satis�ed by r[N ] if and only if each X-value in r[N ]

is associated with precisely one Y-value. We call the

FD X ! Y trivial if Y � X. A trivial FD is satis�ed

by every r[N ], where XY � N . The FD X ! Y is a

su�cient but not a necessary condition for r[N ] to be

losslessly decomposed as r[N ] = r[XY ] 1 r[X(N �
XY )]. For example, no nontrivial FDs are satis�ed

by r[fA1; A2; A3g] in Figure 1, yet r[fA1; A2; A3g] can
still be losslessly decomposed into two projections.

A1 A2 A3 A1 A2 A2 A3

0 0 0 = 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

Figure 1: No nontrivial FDs are satis�ed by

r[fA1; A2; A3g], yet r[fA1; A2; A3g] can still be loss-

lessly decomposed into two projections.

Let X;Y; Z � N such that Y \Z � X, and r[N ] a

relation over N . We say that the multivalued depen-

dency (MVD), written X !! Y j Z, is satis�ed by

r[N ], if and only if r[XY Z] = r[XY ] 1 r[XZ]. The

MVD X !! Y j Z is called nonembedded in the spe-

cial case where XY Z = N . If XY Z � N , then the

MVD X !! Y j Z is called embedded.

The MVD X !! Y j (N � XY ) is a neces-

sary and su�cient condition for r[N ] to be losslessly

decomposed as r[N ] = r[XY ] 1 r[X(N � XY )].

Thereby, the FD X ! Y logically implies the MVD

X !! Y j (N �XY ), but the converse is not neces-

sarily true.

Multivalued dependency is a special case of a more

general kind of data dependency, called join depen-

dency. We say that the join dependency (JD), written

1 H, is satis�ed by a relation r[N ], if

r[N ] = r[h1] 1 r[h2] 1 : : : 1 r[hn];

where hi � N and [n
i=1hi = N . The database scheme

H = fh1; h2; : : : ; hng is in fact a hypergraph. We say

that 1 H is an acyclic join dependency (AJD) if H is

an acyclic hypergraph [2, 6]. (An acyclic hypergraph in

fact represents a chordal undirected graph. Each max-

imal clique in the graph corresponds to a hyperedge

in the acyclic hypergraph.) It has been demonstrated

that an AJD has many desirable properties and plays

an important role in database design [2].

2.2 Probabilistic Models

LetN = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg denote a �nite set of dis-
crete variables. Let VA denote the �nite frame (state

space) of a variable A 2 N . We call an element of VA
a con�guration of A.
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A joint probability distribution [5, 8] over VA is

a function � on VA, assigning to each con�guration

c 2 VA a real number 0 � �(c) � 1 such thatP
c2VA

�(c) = 1. In general, a potential [5] is a func-

tion  on VA such that  (c) is a nonnegative real

number and
P

c2VA
 (c) is positive, i.e., at least one

 (c) > 0. Each potential  can be transformed to a

joint probability distribution � through normalization,

that is, by setting �(c) =  (c)=
P

v2VA
 (v).

Let X � N . We de�ne VX to be the Cartesian

product of the frames of the variables in X. We call

VX the frame of X and its elements con�gurations of

X. Let Y � X � N . If c is a con�guration of X,

i.e., c 2 VX , we write c
#Y for the con�guration of Y

obtained by deleting the values of the variables in X

and not in Y . For example, let Y = fA1; A2g; X =

fA1; A2; A3; A4g, and c = (c1; c2; c3; c4), where ci 2
VAi . Then, c

#Y = (c1; c2).

If X and Y are disjoint subsets of N , cX is a con-

�guration of X, and cY is a con�guration of Y , then

we write (cX � cY ) for the con�guration of XY ob-

tained by concatenating cX and cY . In other words,

(cX �cY ) is the unique con�guration of XY such that

(cX � cY )
#X = cX and (cX � cY )

#Y = cY .

Consider a distribution �X on a set X of variables.

Themarginal of �X on Y � X, denoted �
#Y

X
, is de�ned

as follows:

�
#Y

X
(cY ) =

X
cX�Y

�X(cY � cX�Y );

where cY is a con�guration of Y , cX�Y is a con�gu-

ration of X � Y , and cY � cX�Y is a con�guration

of X. For convenience, we write �
#Y

X
as �(cY ) if no

confusion arises.

Let X;Y; Z be disjoint subsets of N , and V the

frame ofXY Z. We say that Y and Z are conditionally

independent given X under �, if for all con�gurations

c 2 V ,

�(c) =
�(c#XY ) � �(c#XZ)

�(c#X )
; (1)

or equivalently

�(c#Y j c#XZ) = �(c#Y j c#X ): (2)

Let V be the frame of the �nite set of variables

N = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg. By the chain rule, a joint

probability distribution � over V can always be fac-

torized as:

�(c) = �(c#fA1g) � �(c#fA2gj c#fA1g) � : : :

��(c#fAmgj c#fA1;A2;:::;Am�1g);

where c 2 V . The above equation is an identity. How-
ever, one can use known conditional independencies to

obtain a simpler representation of a joint probability

distribution.

For example, let � be a joint probability distri-

bution over the frame of a set of variables N =

fA1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6g. Consider the following

known conditional independencies:

�(c#fA3gjc#fA1;A2g) = �(c#fA3gjc#fA1g);

�(c#fA4gjc#fA1;A2;A3g) = �(c#fA4gjc#fA2;A3g);

�(c#fA5gjc#fA1;A2;A3;A4g) = �(c#fA5gjc#fA2;A3g);

�(c#fA6gjc#fA1;A2;A3;A4;A5g) = �(c#fA6gjc#fA5g):

Utilizing these conditional independencies, the joint

probability distribution � written using the chain rule

can be expressed in the simpler form:

�(c) = �(c#fA1g) � �(c#fA2gjc#fA1g) � �(c#fA3gjc#fA1g)

��(c#fA4gjc#fA2;A3g) � �(c#fA5gjc#fA2;A3g)

��(c#fA6gjc#fA5g): (3)

A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is used to graphically

encode the known conditional independencies. Thus,

the DAG aids in the acquisition of the probabilistic

knowledge.

To facilitate probabilistic inference in practice,

however, it is useful to represent � in terms of marginal

distributions over an acyclic hypergraph. The repre-

sentation of � in terms of conditional probability ta-

bles can always be transformed [5, 8] into an expres-

sion in terms of marginal distributions de�ned over an

acyclic hypergraph. For example, the representation

of � in equation (3) can be rewritten as:

�(c) =
�(c#h1) � �(c#h2 ) � �(c#h3 ) � �(c#h4 )

�(c#h1\h2 ) � �(c#h2\h3 ) � �(c#h3\h4 )
; (4)

where H = fh1 = fA1; A2; A3g; h2 = fA2; A3; A4g;
h3 = fA2; A3; A5g; h4 = fA5; A6gg is an acyclic hy-

pergraph.

A DAG coupled with the corresponding conditional

probability tables is called a Bayesian network [5, 8].

On the other hand, an acyclic hypergraph coupled

with the corresponding marginal distributions is called

a Markov network [5]. A Markov network is also re-

ferred to as a join or junction tree [8].

A Bayesian network is more expressive than a

Markov network. A Bayesian network utilizes both

embedded and nonembedded conditional independen-

cies. However, a Markov network only utilizes nonem-

bedded conditional independencies. For example, the

embedded conditional independency of fA2g and fA3g
given fA1g under � in equation (3) is not utilized in

equation (4).
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A1 A2 : : : Am f�
t1[A1] t1[A2] : : : t1[Am] t1[f�] = �(t1[N ])

t2[A1] t2[A2] : : : t2[Am] t2[f�] = �(t2[N ])
...

...
...

...
...

ts[A1] ts[A2] : : : ts[Am] ts[f�] = �(ts[N ])

Figure 2: A distribution � expressed as a relation �.

3 The Generalized Relational Data

Model

In this section, we present a generalized relational

data model which subsumes the traditional relational

data model. Probabilistic notions are then expressed

in familiar relational terminology. At the same time,

this model is not restricted to a probabilistic inter-

pretation but in fact can be applied to a variety of

problems [10, 12].

Let V be the frame of a �nite set of discrete vari-

ables N = fA1; A2; : : : ; Amg, and � be a joint prob-

ability distribution over V . We can express the joint

probability distribution � as a generalized relation �.

The generalized relation � is de�ned by the set of

attributes fA1; A2; : : : ; Am; f�g. Each row in � is de-

�ned by a tuple ti in a standard relation r[N ] as shown

in Figure 2. W e will say � is a relation overN since

the attribute f� is understood by context.

Having de�ned a joint probability distribution as a

generalized relation, probabilistic operations on distri-

butions can be de�ned as generalized relational opera-

tions. Computing the projection of a relation and the

natural join of two relations in relational database the-

ory corresponds to computing a marginal distribution

and the product of two distributions in probabilistic

reasoning theory, respectively.

If �N is a relation and X � N , then the marginal-

ization of �N ontoX is the marginal relation, denoted

�
#X

N , with attributes X [ ff
�
#X

N

g, de�ned by:

�
#X

N = ft[X [ ff
�
#X

N

g] j t[X] 2 �N [X]; and

t[f
�
#X

N

] = �
#X

N (t[X]) =
X

t02�N

�N (t0[N ])g;

where t0[X] = t[X].

Let �X and �Y be two distributions over X and Y ,

respectively. We can express the product �X ��Y as the

product join �X � �Y of the corresponding relations

�X and �Y . That is, �X ��Y is a relation on the set

of attributes XY [ ff�X ��Y g de�ned as follows:

�X ��Y

= ft[XY [ ff�X ��Y g] j t[XY ] 2 (�X [X] 1 �Y [Y ]);

and t[f�X��Y ] = �X(t[X]) � �Y (t[Y ])g:

Let � be a relation. The inverse of � is the inverse

relation, denoted ��1, with attributes N [ ff��1g,
de�ned by:

��1 = ft[N [ ff��1g] j t[N ] 2 �[N ] and

t[f��1 ] =

�
1=t[f�] if t[f�] > 0,

t[f�] otherwise
g:

Generalized relational data dependencies can now

be introduced using the above generalized operators.

Let X;Y; Z � N such that Y \ Z � X, and �N a

relation over N . We say that the generalized multival-

ued dependency (GMVD), written

X )) Y j Z;

is satis�ed by the relation �N if and only if the

marginal relation �
#XY Z

N of �N can be factorized as

follows:

�
#XY Z

N = �
#XY

N � �
#XZ

N � (�
#X

N )�1

� �#XY

N

 �#XZ

N
: (5)

W e refer to the binary operation
 de�ned above as

the generalized join. For example, it can be veri�ed

that the relation � over N = fA1; A2; A3g depicted in

Figure 3 satis�es the GMVD fA2g )) fA1g j fA3g,
i.e., � = �#fA1;A2g 
�#fA2;A3g.

A1 A2 A3 f�
0 0 0 0:2 = �#fA1;A2g 
 �#fA2;A3g

0 0 1 0:4

0 1 1 0:3

1 1 1 0:1

Figure 3: The relation � over N = fA1; A2; A3g sat-
is�es the GMVD fA2g )) fA1g j fA3g.

GMVD is a special case of a more general de-

pendency called generalized acyclic join dependency.

We say a generalized acyclic join dependency (GAJD)


H = fh1; h2; : : : ; hng is satis�ed by a relation �N , if

�N can be written as:

�N = (: : : ((�
#h1
N 
 �

#h2
N )
 �

#h3
N ) : : :
�

#hn
N ); (6)
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where the sequence h1; h2; : : : ; hn is a hypertree con-

struction ordering [2, 10, 12] for H.
For example, by the de�nition of the generalized

join operator 
, equation (4) can be expressed as:

� = ((�#fA1;A2;A3g 
 �#fA2;A3;A4g)
 �#fA2;A3;A5g)


�#fA5;A6g: (7)

Thus, the GAJD 
H = fh1 = fA1; A2; A3g; h2 =

fA2; A3; A4g; h3 = fA2; A3; A5g; h4 = fA5; A6gg is

satis�ed by �. The important point to realize is that

the Markov network in equation (4) can be stated as

the GAJD in equation (7).

4 Comparison of Data and Probabilis-

tic Dependencies

It should be clear that the de�nition of probabilis-

tic conditional independence given in equation (1)

is equivalent to stating that the generalized relation

�#YXZ

N
satis�es the GMVD X )) Y j Z in equa-

tion (5), namely, �
#YXZ

N = �
#XY

N 
 �
#XZ

N . Thereby,

we may use the terms GMVD and probabilistic con-

ditional independence interchangeably.

W e �rst consider the special case where the joint

probability distribution � is uniform (constant), i.e.,

�(c) = k for all con�gurations c in the frame VN .

Theorem 1 [11] Let � be a uniform distribution over

the frame of a �nite set of variablesN . Let � be a gen-

eralized relation representing �. Let X;Y , and Z be

disjoint subsets such that N = XY Z. Then the gen-

eralized relation � satis�es the GMVD X )) Y j Z
if and only if the traditional relation �[N ] satis�es the

MVD X !! Y j Z.

For a uniform distribution, Theorem 1 indicates

that

� = �#XY 
 �#XZ ;

if and only if

�[N ] = �[XY ] 1 �[XZ];

where �[N ] denotes the projection of � onto the set

of attributes N .

Corollary 1 Let � and � be as in Theorem 1. Then

the generalized relation � satis�es the GAJD 
H if

and only if the traditional relation �[N ] satis�es the

AJD 1 H.

We now turn our attention to the case where the

joint probability distribution � is arbitrary, i.e., not

necessarily uniform.

For arbitrary distributions, MVD is a necessary but

not su�cient condition for GMVD. In our generalized

relational data model, we represent the frame of the

set of variables N as a �xed relation. Fagin [4] has

shown that a relation can be losslessly decomposed

into two projections if and only if the correspond-

ing MVD holds. It immedia tely follows that MVD

is a necessary condition for GMVD to hold, namely ,

GMVD implies MVD. Ho wever, MVD does not im-

ply GMVD. For example, consider the distribution �

illustrated in Figure 4. It can be veri�ed that the

GMVD fA2g )) fA1g j fA3g is not satis�ed by �,

i.e., � 6= �#fA1;A2g 
 �#fA2;A3g. However, the MVD

fA2g !! fA1g j fA3g is satis�ed by the traditional

relation �[N ], obtained by projecting � onto the set

of attributes fA1; A2; A3g, as shown in Figure 1. This

example demonstrates that MVD is not a su�cien t

condition for GMVD.

A1 A2 A3 f�
0 0 0 0:4 6= �#fA1;A2g 
 �#fA2;A3g

0 0 1 0:2

1 0 0 0:1

1 0 1 0:1

1 1 1 0:2

Figure 4: The GMVD fA2g )) fA1g j fA3g is

not satis�ed by �. However, the MVD fA2g !!
fA1g j fA3g is satis�ed by the traditional relation

�[N ] depicted in Figure 1.

These results clearly indicate that MVD is a neces-

sary but not su�cient condition for probabilistic con-

ditional independence. Since GMVD is a special case

of GAJD, it follows that AJD is a necessary but not

su�cient condition for GAJD.

On the other hand, we now show that functional

dependency is a su�cient but not necessary condition

for probabilistic conditional independence.

Theorem 2 Let � be a joint probability distribution

over the frame of a �nite set of variablesN . Let � be

a generalized relation representing �. Let X;Y � N
and Z = N �XY . The functional dependency X ! Y

satis�ed by the traditional relation �[N ] is a su�cient

but not necessary condition for the GMVD X !!
Y j Z to be satis�ed by the generalized relation �.

Proof: We �rst show that FD is su�cient for GMVD.
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Suppose the FD X ! Y is satis�ed by the tra-

ditional relation �[N ]. This means that every X-

value is associated with precisely one Y-value. In

other words, if ti[X] = tj[X], then ti[Y ] = tj[Y ],

ti; tj 2 �[N ]. Since N = XY Z, it immediately fol-

lows that there are no duplicate XZ-values in �[N ],

namely, ti[XZ] 6= tj[XZ] for all ti; tj 2 �[N ]. Con-

sider any tuple t = ft[X] = x; t[Y ] = y; t[Z] = zg in

�[N ], namely, (x � y � z). The marginal distribution

�(x) of the X-value x is de�ned by

�(x) =
X

t0[Y ];t0 [Z]

�(x � t0[Y ] � t0[Z]): (8)

By the initial assumption, equation (8) can be rewrit-

ten as

�(x) =
X
t0[Z]

�(x � y � t0[Z]) = �(xy): (9)

Using equation (9) we obtain

�(xy) � �(xz)

�(x)
= �(xz):

However, �(xz) = �(xyz) since there are no duplicate

XZ-values in �[N ]. By de�nition, Y and Z are con-

ditionally independent given X under �. That is, the

GMVD X )) Y j Z is satis�ed by �.

We now show that FD is not a necessary condi-

tion for GMVD. The GMVD fA2g )) fA1g j fA3g
is satis�ed by the generalized relation � over N =

fA1; A2; A3g as shown in Figure 3. However, no non-

trivial FDs are satis�ed by �[N ]. 2

Theorem 2 indicates that functional dependency is

a su�cient but not necessary condition for probabilis-

tic conditional independence.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that functional depen-

dency is a su�cient but not necessary condition for

probabilistic conditional independence. Studying the

relationship between data and probabilistic dependen-

cies is important in understanding the intriguing re-

lationship between relational databases and Bayesian

networks. It may then be possible to design one uni-

�ed system for both data and uncertainty manage-

ment. Furthermore, these results may also be useful in

knowledge discovery from database algorithms which

utilize probabilistic notions.
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